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Invitation to Tender

Manufacture, Supply & Delivery
of Steel Electrode Casings
Tender No: 11/XA/03/RM/HJ/JB
Xstrata Alloys would like to enter into a Àve (5) year agreement with a
supplier for the manufacture, supply and delivery of steel electrode casings
for their smelters in the following provinces: • Mpumalanga: Lion Smelter
and Lydenburg Smelter • North West: Boshoek Smelter, Rustenburg Smelter
and Wonderkop Smelter.
Interested parties are invited to attend the site meeting for the abovestated tender.
Date:
3 June 2011
Venue:
Transformation Boardroom
Xstrata Alloys Shared Services Centre,
91 Ridder Street,
Seganka Industrial Park, Rustenburg
Time:
12:00
Tender documentation: Suppliers interested in tendering
should notify Reshmi Mathew on/before 31 May 2011 via
e-mail.
Your request to be registered must contain your
preferred e-mail address as communication will take
place via e-mail.
Enquiries: Reshmi Mathew, tel. (014) 596-1636, e-mail:
rmathew@xstrata.co.za
Human Communications 76631
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Eskom

denies rumours
of power outages
South African power utility Eskom, which is be a matter of too little too late,” said Ross
battling to keep the lights on in Africa’s biggest Bruton, an energy analyst at consultancy Frost
economy, on Wednesday (25 May 2011) denied & Sullivan.
currency market rumours of power outages.
Eskom has said the system would be tight for
“Obviously the system is tight and it’s been the next few years until the ¿rst of its new power
cold, but there has been no load-shedding,” plants come on stream. However, it is reckoned
spokesperson Hilary Joffe said. “Load- by specialist that a looming power crunch in
shedding” refers to rolling blackouts designed South Africa is likely to push global platinum
to prevent grid overload. South Africa’s national prices higher by increasing costs for miners and
grid nearly collapsed in early 2008, forcing limiting their expansion plans in a country home
mines and smelters to shut for days and costing to the world’s largest reserves of the metal.
the country billions of dollars in lost output.
The potential of power cuts is enough to support
Power utility Eskom has since said it would prices of the white metal, chieÀy used in diesel
invest up to R460-billion in new power plants to auto-catalysts. Each new deal is also bound
plug the shortfall and meet fast-rising demand by the condition that miners agree to reduce
from industries and residential consumers, but demand in the event of an emergency, Joffe
analysts say this may not be enough. “It may added.

